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Series/Scope and Content Note: This collection consists of an AFIP training set of historical medical images on thirty-nine lantern slides. Includes a listing of slides with brief descriptions that form the basis for this finding aid.

BOX AND CONTENT LIST

Box 001: Lantern Slides

1. Ancient Egyptian Frieze depicting circumcision
2. Patient sacrificing at the portico at Epidaurus
3. Hippocrates
4. The Hippocratic Oath
5. Galen
6. Practice of medicine by the American Indians—Witch doctor
7. Doctor scans urine sample at “pharmacy” during early Renaissance
8. Diploma of quacks hat
9. Treatment of gout
10. Andreus Vesalius
11. Vesalius performs before a crowd
12. New method of Ambrose Pare, ligature after amputation
13. Unlabeled
14. Army camp hospital, 18th century, probably France
15. Thomas Sydenham
16. The Hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem
17. Richard Lower described first blood transfusion in 1669
18. Unlabeled
19. Statue of John Hunter
20. Laennec
21. Removing dead and wounded during Napoleon’s campaign
22. Edward Jenner
23. William Beaumont
24. Robert Koch
25. Louis Pasteur
26. Joseph Lister
27. Barber surgeons
28. Best and Banting with diabetic dog saved by insulin
29. Ether day with Morton and Warren
30. Aseptic surgery
31. Earliest existing printed bill of mortality
32. “New River Water”
33. Scene in a plague-stricken home
34. Gin Lane (Hogarth)
35. Edward Jenner
36. Ale Testing
37. The Oath of the Scavengers
38. Soldiers on the march with women and baggage
39. A syphilitic patient